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In the current era of information technology, people’s requirements for English translation are gradually increasing, and the need
for a computer to understand and translate English language is becomingmore urgent. In order to accurately identify phrases, this
paper proposes an English translation recognition model based on optimized GLR algorithm, which can improve the accuracy of
recognition by locating phrases in the text.

1. Introduction

Translatology is an important theoretical basis of language
translation in China. English translation activity class under
the background of arti�cial intelligence can provide an
important boost to the development of translation studies.
To ensure great achievements in Chinese English translation,
arti�cial intelligence translation technology should be im-
proved. In the past, it was mainly through the training of a
large number of topics to let students explore the rules of
translation and thus accumulate translation experience.
Traditional translation tools are mostly paper dictionaries.
Now, in the context of arti�cial intelligence, arti�cial in-
telligence translation technology can be upgraded to make it
�t the concept of translation teaching to ensure that English
translation can be changed with the help of new arti�cial
intelligence translation technology.

With the rapid development of economy, the internet
industry is developing rapidly, and the status of English
translation in world trade is gradually improving. Machine
translation technology can overcome many problems in
human translation and reduce the economic consumption
and time consumption of human translation [1–3]. In the
current era of information technology, people’s requirements
for English translation are gradually increasing, and the need
for a computer to understand and translate English language

is becoming more urgent [4–8]. �e English translation
ability of the computer directly a�ects the translation result,
however, there will be some grammatical errors in the
translation result, which will cause problems in the trans-
lation result and a�ect the �nal decision of English trans-
lation. �erefore, in the past studies, many experts have
proposed automatic recognition methods for machine En-
glish translation errors, thus minimizing the errors in English
translation [9, 10].

With the continuous development of global economic
integration and the deepening of world trade, the contacts
between countries are also constantly deepening, and the
frequency of personnel exchanges between countries also
increases accordingly. Language is a unique function of
human beings and the main means of human communi-
cation. Because of the di�erent language environment in
each country, language barriers greatly hinder the com-
munication between di�erent countries. Translation robots
are born to break down language barriers and enhance
communication between countries. �e translation robot is
mainly composed of speech input and output system, lan-
guage processing system, and language translation software.
�rough the combination of multiple software and hard-
ware, it forms a translation platform that can understand
multiple languages. �e translation robot stores a large
amount of language information inside and has intelligent
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functions, such as automatic learning, analysis, andmemory,
which can help humans translate various languages and
simplify the communication process between people from
different countries. Nowadays, English is the most fre-
quently used language in the world, and English translation
robot has the most application scenarios and a wider range
of applications. With the continuous upgrading and de-
velopment of English translation robots, although they can
effectively translate a variety of languages into English,
translation errors are easy to occur because of the inflexible
translation content, which affects people’s communication.
How to automatically detect the translation errors of English
translation robots is one of the most urgent problems in the
field of translation robots.

Because of the current machine translation results, there
are certain problems. After using the server to compare the
full text, the grammar and rules of each language can be
obtained. It can be found that the machine translation has
low accuracy and low efficiency. (erefore, we should use a
more intelligent piece of technology for machine translation
[11–15]. In the actual testing process of machine translation
products, such as Baidu and Google translation software, the
quality of translation results is quite different from that of
actual professional manual translation. (e current machine
translation technology cannot meet the requirements, and
the market urgently needs a high-performance [16, 17].
Because of the development of artificial intelligence, many
researchers have sought to help with translation work
through computer-aided translation (CAT).(e central idea
of CAT is that the translation results are usually taken as
auxiliary reference, and the user usually judges the quality of
the translation and then makes a choice. In addition,
through the use of corpus, the vocabulary of all industries
can be sorted out, more in line with the actual needs of users.
(e correct use of frequently translated words can greatly
reduce the amount of repeated translation work and greatly
improve the accuracy of translation [18–20].

For an English translation robot, translation accuracy is
the main evaluation index of robot application performance.
Because of the influence of internal storage information and
external environment, the frequency of translation errors is
high, which is not conducive to the development and ap-
plication of translation robots. According to the existing
research results, the existing translation error detection
system cannot detect translation errors effectively because of
the defects of hardware and software. Zhang et al. used the
neural machine translation method to predict the Chinese
and English translation results and completed the identifi-
cation of translation errors in the process of prediction.
Huang Dengxian compares phrase words and phrase corpus
to analyze part-of-speech and syntax. (e author further
obtains the English syntactic structure that needs to be
translated, and the errors are gradually transmitted and
accumulated, which eventually leads to the disadvantage of
low translation accuracy. (en, the author designs vocab-
ulary semantics based on HowNet similarity and the loga-
rithmic linear model, saves the corresponding bilingual

corpus in the form of Chinese-English dependency tree to
string, provides structured processing of language depen-
dencies, ensures the corresponding relationship between
Chinese and English, and calculates the operation input of
HowNet that needs to translate sentences with the same
example. (e semantic similarity of words in the source
language of the library further improves the accuracy of
translation, and the translation results have high accuracy
[21].

(rough the summary of the above literature, it is found
that intelligent phrase recognition is an important step of
speech recognition, and its principle is to realize automatic
translation and combination by analyzing its part of speech
and syntax, and output the results [22–24]. In the field of
machine translation, intelligent phrase recognition is the key
technology that can satisfy the selection of translation
samples and the accurate alignment of parallel corpus. (e
technology of intelligent phrase recognition can effectively
reduce grammatical ambiguity. (e focus and difficulty of
current English translation is structural ambiguity. Based on
the GLR model in machine translation, this paper analyzes
the structural ambiguity in some phrases through the
syntactic function of the model, so as to facilitate the un-
derstanding of the entire semantics, solve the problems
existing in the current English translation, and improve the
efficiency and accuracy of the entire translation.

2. GLR Algorithm

2.1. Traditional GLR Algorithm. GLR algorithm is an ex-
tended LR analysis algorithm.(e introduction of graph stack
and analysis forest can effectively solve the ambiguity problem
that an LR algorithm cannot handle, and its analysis speed is
fast, which has great advantages in simple syntactic analysis.

In this paper, the GLR algorithm is used to identify and
analyze the phrases in each fragment. (e GLR algorithm is
based on an extended context-free grammar, which is a five-
element formula G � (VT, VN, VF, P, S), where VT is a
nonempty finite terminal symbol set, VN is a nonempty
finite nonterminal symbol set, and the intersection of VT and
VN is empty. VF is a constraint function set, which is a
nonempty finite set that can be reduced by production only
when the conditions are satisfied. P is the generation formula
set, and P⟶ 〈D, T, M〉, D ∈ (VT ∪VN) +, D is the right-
hand symbol string of the production. T ∈ VT ∪VN, T is the
central symbol of the production, M ∈ VF, VF detects the
part-of-speech and semantic features of T. When the symbol
string at the top of the stack can be reduced to P, specify its
central symbol as T. S is the starting symbol set, S ∈ VN.

(e steps of GLR algorithm analysis are as follows:

(1) Initialization. State O is pushed onto the stack. (e
analysis pointer points to the input symbol to be
analyzed, and the termination flag is cleared.

(2) Symbol mapping. If there is no end flag, the current
input symbol is mapped to the analysis table ter-
minator using a mapping function.
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(3) Check the ACTION table to determine the operation
that will be performed next.

① If it is moved up, the current state and current
symbol will be pushed, and the analysis pointer
will be moved down.

② If it is a statute, (e constraint function checks
whether the conditions are met. If the conditions
are met, the center word pointer points to the
corresponding center word. If not, the end mark
is marked.

③ If it is terminated, it refers to the pointer to the
analysis table terminator “error” the current in-
put character is remapped to the analysis table
terminator to continue analysis, and then set the
end flag.

④ If it is accepted, the recognizable phrase com-
pletes the analysis, pops up the syntax tree at the
top of the symbol stack, and returns.

⑤ If it is an error, it refers to the “error” for the ter-
minator of the analysis table, which belongs to the
analysis failure, restores the initial state, andreturns.

(4) Continue to execute the next action in sequence until
the end of the analysis.

2.2. Improved GLRAlgorithm. In general, the GLR algorithm
is still unable to meet the existing accuracy because of its
high probability of coincidence in the results. In this paper,
the classical GLR algorithm is improved, and the phrase
center is proposed to analyze the phrase structure. (e
improved GLR algorithm realizes the likelihood calculation
of the prefixes and postfixes of phrases by means of qua-
ternization, as shown in formula (1).

GE � VN, VT, S, α( . (1)

In formula (1), VN represents the cyclic symbol cluster,
VN ≠∅. VT represents the termination symbol cluster.
VT ≠∅, and the elements in VT and VN do not overlap. S
represents the start symbol cluster, which is an element in
VN. α represents phrase action clusters.

Assuming that P is any action in α and P exists in VN,
formula (2) can be obtained by derivation.

P⟶ θ, c, x, δ{ }. (2)

In (2), θ represents the right side of the action, C rep-
resents the center point, x represents the constraint value,
and δ represents the marking mode. θ and C are located in
both VT and VN, and δ can be located in VT or VN.

3. English Intelligent Recognition Algorithm

3.1. Create Phrase Corpus. Corpus is mainly used to store
phrases, which can accurately mark the parts of speech in
English, further standardize the function of phrases, and
make machine translation more accurate.

(ere are more than 700,000 words in the corpus of the
intelligent recognition model constructed in this paper,

which can meet the actual demand. In this paper, we dis-
tinguish English and Chinese phrase corpora by dis-
tinguishing the tenses of phrase corpora. (e marking
process is divided into layers, data, and processing, and the
processing adopts the man-machine active communication
mode to carry out the operation of English translation.

3.2. Phrase Corpus Part-of-Speech Recognition. (e depen-
dency relationship of phrases is analyzed using syntax, and
the establishment of syntax tree is realized. (e part-of-
speech recognition of phrases is a key step in the intelligent
recognition algorithm of machine translation, which can
deal with the grammatical ambiguity of a large number of
sentences, phrases, and words. Each sentence is divided into
several words into English sentences, and the processed
words are aligned to form phrases. Meanwhile, the parts of
speech of the words are marked out by judging the context of
the sentence. Finally, the syntactic tree of sentences is
formed by analyzing the dependency of phrases. (rough
this method, the timeliness and accuracy of machine
translation can be improved, and the processing capacity of
phrase corpus can be significantly increased. GLR is a
commonly used algorithm in part-of-speech recognition,
which is mainly used to judge the contextual relationship of
phrases. Its core theory is based on the dynamic recognition
of forms and unconditional transfer statements.

In traditional GLR, the execution of each step is carried
out through operation shift instruction and reduction in-
struction. In this process, the beginning and end of each
operation are carried out according to specific standards. In
the process of translation, if grammatical ambiguity is de-
tected, it is necessary to use the geometric structure linear
table of syntactic analysis to call up the analytic linear table,
expand and identify the content of the phrase, select the
optimal content, and transfer it to different recognition
channels for recognition.

3.3. Correction Process of Phrase Intelligent Recognition
Algorithm. In current machine translation algorithms, the
matching results of segmented phrases and phrase corpora
are often regarded as the final machine translation results,
which lack the analysis of the context in which the phrases
are located, and excessively rely on the part of speech
analysis of phrase corpora, resulting in inaccurate final
translation results. (erefore, this paper further considers to
correct the results of part-of-speech analysis. In the process
of part-of-speech analysis and correction for the improved
GLR algorithm, in view of the error points in the part-of-
speech recognition results of phrases using analytic linear
tables, the correction process is carried out by checking the
tagged content in the corpus, as shown in Figure 1.

However, the reduction expresses that the previous
constraints have no effect or that there is a problem in the
loop process, and it is necessary to clarify the syntactic
function to identify the constraints again. (e advance in-
dicates that there is no structural ambiguity in the ongoing
syntactic function recognition, and the phrase part-of-
speech recognition result is accurate. At this time, the
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acceptance pointer should be selected for use. (e receive
pointer and the advance pointer usually appear together. If
this condition is not met in the process and only a certain
pointer appears, it means that there is an error in the loop or
an error in the algorithm. (en, the analytical linear table
needs to be called up again, and the part-of-speech recog-
nition results that have been agreed by default before are
withdrawn.

During the operation of the improved GLR algorithm,
the type of pointer should be identified before the termi-
nation is replaced. If it is a protocol pointer, the constraint
conditions of pointer should be detected in the phrase
corpus. If it does not, it goes directly to the termination
pointer.

4. English Translation Intelligent Recognition
Model

(e functions of the intelligent recognition model for En-
glish translation are designed. (e received voice signal is
obtained through the data acquisition device, and then the
English signal is input to the processing system. (e data
signal is processed, the results are output in the display, and
the user can view the automatic identification results of
English translation through the display or the client.

4.1. English Signal Processing. Detailed design is required
after model design, and English signals are collected and
processed in a planned way. However, because of the in-
terference factors of speech signals, the collected speech
signals should be processed to improve accuracy. Figure 2
shows the processing process of English signals.

(e digital filter is used for signal weighting processing,
and the stress detection system is improved. Firstly, F1 is
used to represent the first formant of vowel spectrum
characteristics, and F2 is the second formant. Using the
classifier to output confidence, the vowel intonation is ob-
tained, and the best speech signal is selected. (e calculation
formula of weighting signal Y (n) is as follows:

y(n) � T[x(n)] � ax(n) + b. (3)

To make the analysis result of speech signal more ac-
curate, the speech signal is divided into T frames.

z(n) �
1
t

y(n). (4)

To clearly display the speech effect, select the rectangular
window W(n).

W(n) � ω(n) × z(n). (5)

4.2. Extract Feature Parameters. To further improve the
operation efficiency of the system and reduce the data in-
terference unrelated to the voice signal, it is necessary to
unify the relevant information data to find the parameter
characteristics and then realize the subsequent calculation.
Figure 3 shows the structure of extracted feature parameters.

(e continuous spectrum of aperiodic continuous time
signal is calculated by Fourier transform, however, the
discrete sampling value of continuous signal is obtained in
the actual control system. Hence, the signal spectrum is
calculated by discrete sampling value. A finite length discrete
speech signal is improved to obtain the following formula:

X[K] � 
N−1

n�0
x[n]e

− j2π/Nnk
, k � 0, 1, 2, . . . , N. (6)

Convert a discrete speech sequence to a Mel frequency
scale.

Mel(f) � 2579lg 1 +
f

700
 . (7)

(rough DTC calculation of the output filtering, the
characteristic parameter P of the speech signal W(n) is
obtained.

P � Z
N

n�1F(l)w(n)cos(πn(M + 0.5)). (8)

After the spectrum of a speech signal is generated, it is
processed by weighting, windowing, and framing. Each
short-time analysis window can get spectrum information
through fast Fourier transform.(en, use theMel filter to get
an MFCC two-dimensional graph.

Using the above method, related speech signal param-
eters are extracted from rhythm, speed, pitch, and
intonation.

5. Experiment Analysis

In this paper, three machine translators were used to
translate 50 phrases and 50 network random sentences.
English-Chinese translation professionals also translated
the above sentences. Graders scored the results of machine
translation by comparing the results of machine
translation.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the machine translation
results of the proposed algorithm are optimal compared with
other algorithms in terms of recognition accuracy, speed,
and updating ability. As can be seen from Figure 5, the
improved GLR algorithm in this paper has the highest score,
while the statistical algorithm has the lowest score.

(e comparison experiment in this paper also adopts the
experiment on actual translation cases, and the sentence “Xi
‘an Price Bureau on beef noodle Price Limit” is selected for

Bring up the 
analytical 
linear table

terminator 
replacement

Syntax 
Function

Recognition 
Pointer

reduce

advance

accept

termination

Correction

error

Figure 1: Calibration flow chart of intelligent recognition
algorithm.
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translation. (e experimental comparison results of ma-
chine translation and human translation based on statistical
algorithm, dynamic memory algorithm, and improved GLR
algorithm are shown in Table 1.

As can be seen from Table 1, compared with other al-
gorithms, the algorithm in this paper is more accurate, and
the recognition accuracy reaches more than 95%, reaching
the same level as human translation, indicating the efficiency
and feasibility of the improved GLR algorithm in machine
translation.

6. Conclusion

With the rapid development of economy, the internet in-
dustry is developing rapidly, and the status of English
translation in world trade is gradually improving. Machine
translation technology can overcome many problems in
human translation and reduce the economic consumption
and time consumption of human translation. In the current
era of information technology, people’s requirements for
English translation are gradually increasing, and the need for
a computer to understand and translate English language is
becoming more urgent. Computer’s English translation
ability has a direct impact on the application effect of
translation results. In this paper, using the generalized
maximum likelihood ratio detection algorithm based on
improved machine translation, set the phrase corpus using
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Figure 3: Feature parameter extraction map.
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Figure 5: Comparison of scores of four algorithms in compre-
hensive test.
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Figure 2: Processing of English signals.

Table 1: Comparison of translation example results.

Translation method Translate content

Improved GLR
algorithm

Xi’an price bureau gives the explanations of
beef noodles reduce: only because of the

excessive price raises.

Human translation
Xi’an price bureau gives the explanations of
price control on beef noodles: it is only
because the raises have been too large.
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this algorithm, the library’s size to 740,000 English words,
and by constructing the phrase structure through the central
phrase and calibrating the structural ambiguity according to
the syntactic function, the content of recognition can be
obtained, and the actual position range of phrases in
translation can be determined, so as to solve the problems
existing in current English translation and improve the
accuracy and efficiency of recognition.
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